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About This Content

'Halloween' Puzzle Pack contains 5 new puzzles across the globe, including free 'Ireland' demo puzzle - enjoy your visiting!

New exhibits locations:
Ireland, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Romania
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Love this title! As a player you can choose different approaches to gameplay and use variety of tactics. As the game progresses
the levels get increasingly harder. Lots of fun saving the kittens :) Highly recommended!!. At 6am, I woke up wishing I wasn't
too sleepy to finish this previous night. Fortunately, I spent only one hour before I completed it so I could rest again.

On Rusty Trails is one of maybe 4 games that I've done this with, being that I value my sleep quite a bit. Although there have
been plenty of titles that I absolutely adore and look forward to playing, this one really hooked me in, especially with its
perfectly short length.

The number one reason that I love this game is its idiosyncratic style: image-based speech bubbles, goofy sentient platforms, and
playful darkness are not often seen in this medium! There's really nothing like it out there (other than the developer's other
games), and that's an excellent risk to take, because Black Pants Studios really knows what they're doing.

The gameplay itself is excellent due to the tight controls and swift movement. Despite the fact that your little Elvis and the
environment switch colours with fun animations, the engine registering this shift is quick enough as to make this not an issue
whatsoever. In fact, many of levels here require quick reflexes in order to beat them, and doing so successfully just feels cool.

Though the graphics on their own aren't spectacular, their animations and the compositions in that they are arranged oozes life.
Add in the strange soundtrack and you have a video game that feels like a continuation of a comic that is actually is (see the free
DLC).

On Rusty Trails feels like a game perfectly suited for autumn, with it's colourful-yet-somewhat-melancholic vibe. Although I
avoid referencing other games in these reviews, I'd also have to recommend Outland since it's also a red-blue-switching fall
season platformer, though with fighting instead of pure platforming.. This is another nice little HOG puzzle game from Big
Fish. Good artwork from Blue Tea although maybe not the best resolution - it'd probably look better on a tablet than a large
monitor. The puzzles were not too challenging, the hidden object scenes were well drawn and decent although again, not so
tough that I had to skip any. The level of challenge I think is good for a game like this - not so easy that you blow through
everything in seconds but not so challenging you want to quit. Playing without hints and clues where to go it was still fairly easy
to see what the next step to do was or what area to go to next. I think it's a decent game for a breather, just something to pull up
and casually relax with. The bonus story homage to the Blue Beard opera was also kind of cute although a lot shorter than I was
expecting. All in all though, a nice looking game with some nice hidden object screens and some decent puzzles.. Awesome
little game, which I highly rate.

Your objective is to guide your ship to the end, but it has no propulsion of its own, meaning you must use gravity, and various
methods of acceleration via interaction with other objects, to get there.

The game manages to be challenging, without being frustrating, for the most part. Another layer of gameplay lies in the timer it
gives you, allowing you to attempt to get the best time for the level for leaderboard comparison. However, any in-level
checkpoints don't pull back your timer, so the level will usually have to be completed in one life for a decent time, making some
levels really difficult.

With lots of second exits which lead to secret levels, the volume of content is huge for an indie game. Yet to complete it, but I
imagine I still have hours of playtime left. With some attempting to improve your level times, I can see this game going for
15-20 hours of playtime, more if you enjoy really pushing yourself.. + Pretty graphics
+ Good voice acting
+ Optional puzzles
+ Puzzles are generally fun to solve

- Puzzles seem a tad easier
- Seems even shorter than the first episode
- Unsatisfying beginning (thanks to the first episode's 'cliffhanger')

[Rating: 80\/100]. Shame on the devs its not completed yet but i still choose to buy it and i even cant enter to my apartment,each
and every thing is glitchy.they should at least fix these glitches. A straightforward bullet hell game. The main idea is that there
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are 2 colors: neon-magenta and white-blue. You can switch between the two modes and you absorb all bullets of the same color
(but are hit by the opposing color). Absorbing bullets builds special meter and when the special meter is full you can unleash it,
clearing the screen of harmful bullets and dealing a good amount of damage. Clear waves of regular enemies and you'll reach
the boss fight at the end of the level. Boss fights feel pretty nice because you can absorb a lot of special meter while avoiding
their attacks so you can use the special a lot.

As for story, you play against the characters/faction of the first game. The first game requires an outside patch for english
(which I didn't do) so it wasn't really interesting to me, just another anime game story.

What's nice in this game (and not in 1 or 3) is that boss fights show life meters (with more bars for more phases). However,
unlike 3, there's no dot marker on your character to see exactly what part of your character needs to dodge the bullets.

I'm not really into bullet hells, but I played this on easy and had a fun enough time playing through. There are patterns you can
memorize and progress further by changing up your tactics. In my opinion, I liked 2 the best, 3 a little less (only because 2 has
the polarity mechanic), and 1 leagues behind. It's worth a try if you like bullet hells- I've heard
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This game is a fun arcade shooter if you like games you play with a gamepad. Steer with the left stick, shoot with the right,
special attacks with some other buttons. The graphics are very nice to look at, and the sound is fine. It has some bugs, but
nothing that frustrated me too much. I suggest you get it on sale, but I enjoyed the short campaign.. This game is very fun for
parties. Lots of fun to be had but very reliant on the people you're playing with to actually be interested in playing.

If everyone is only half-interested the game isn't going to be very fun.. better than grim dawn for sure. Game is incomplete. No
save, quit or load buttons. No directions or options information. Must start from beginning every time you play the game..
DOES ANYONE KNOW OF ANY TURTORIALS FOR THIS PROGRAM I CANNOT SEEM TO FIND ANY AND
IMNEW TO THIS....AND CAN YOU USE THIS FOR FUN PHOTO EDITING ASWELL?
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